I really want to be a dancer because it's challenging, fun, and satisfying. Dancing is my dream. Dancing is challenging because you need to learn the moves and follow the beats. For example, in the dance room with a group practicing the moves to perform on a stage or somewhere, you need to be a fast learner. If not, you will make the group lose. Also, some people can't follow the beats and will make the group slow down and unable to perform on that day. Dancing is fun because if you know how to dance, you can show or teach your friends, then you can dance with them together in the dance floor. To be a dancer is satisfying because when I dance for my friends they seem to be really enjoying it and happy. My dream job is to be a dancer performing on stage with a group because it's challenging, fun and satisfying.
I really want to be a dancer because it's **challenging**, **fun**, and **satisfying**.

*Dancing is my dream.*

- Dancing is **challenging** because you need to learn the moves and follow the beats.

  For example, in the dance room with a group practicing the moves to perform on a stage or somewhere, you need to be a fast learner. If not, you will make the group lose.

  Also, some people can't follow the beats and will make the group slow down and unable to perform on that day.

- Dancing is **fun** because

  if you know how to dance, you can show or teach your friends, then you can dance with them together in the dance floor.

- To be a dancer is **satisfying** because

  when I dance for my friends they seem to be really enjoying it and happy.

*My dream job is to be a dancer performing on stage with a group because it's **challenging**, **fun** and **satisfying**.*